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Key facts

£215m  
budgeted cost of the CAP Delivery Programme in the September 2015 business case

40%  
40% increase in costs in the three years since the outline business case

7  
7 fundamental changes to the Programme that increased the level of innovation and risk

£1.8 billion  
average annual value of Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) payments in England, 2015 to 2020

105,000  
payments to farmers expected every year

88,000  
Basic Payment Scheme claims received from farmers and agents, mainly via drop-in centres and by post

£642 million  
total disallowance penalties incurred in England since 2005

4  
senior responsible owners for the CAP Delivery Programme between May 2014 and May 2015
Summary

1 Since 2012, the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (the Department) has been leading the CAP Delivery Programme (the Programme) involving its main delivery bodies, the Rural Payments Agency (RPA), Natural England and the Forestry Commission, and with support from the Government Digital Service (GDS) in the Cabinet Office, to deliver the new Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The CAP is the European Union (EU) framework of subsidies and rural development programmes. The Programme was originally forecast to cost £155 million and expected to bring benefits of £274 million, supporting payments to farmers from 2015.

Structure of the report

2 Our report sets out the key events since the Programme began and how these have affected the development of the Programme and its likelihood of success. The report covers:
- the background and rationale for the Programme (Part One);
- the design and vision for the Programme (Part Two);
- system development (Part Three); and
- the revised plan, introduced in March 2015 (Part Four).

The Common Agricultural Policy

3 In England, the Department has overall responsibility for the CAP. It pays out £1.8 billion each year to English farmers and landowners under two funding ‘pillars’:
- Pillar 1 primarily provides direct support to farmers through the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS); and
- Pillar 2 provides funding for rural development programmes, such as the Environmental Stewardship Scheme and the Countryside Stewardship Scheme that replaces it.
The EU reforms the CAP every seven years or so. The current regulations came into force in 2014 and are expected to be in place until 2020. They require more complex schemes to be implemented in 2015. The Department aimed to have a new service in operation in time to accept BPS applications by the EU deadline of 15 May 2015, and begin making BPS payments to farmers in December 2015. Some farmers continue to receive payments for Pillar 2 schemes from the previous CAP regime and payments for these legacy schemes began in October 2015.

The reform of the CAP took many years. Policy, primarily at the European level, was finalised late in the process. This led to delays in finalising detailed control requirements in England, in some cases until after implementation had started, adding to the complexity of the Programme.

The case for change

Systems developed to support the previous CAP regime in 2005 were beset by problems. Under the previous delivery arrangements, farmers had to apply separately for different elements of the CAP, creating a disjointed user experience. The systems used ageing software and were increasingly costly to maintain. Staff had to carry out many processes manually. This increased the risk of errors, which, in many cases, led to the European Commission (EC) imposing penalties, known as disallowance. During the previous CAP period (2005 to 2014) the Department incurred disallowance penalties of £642 million, primarily related to issues with the implementation of the system in 2005. Given the complexity of the new CAP, the Department decided that the existing systems could not be enhanced to support the new service.

The Programme was established to address these failings. It aimed to:

- reduce delivery costs;
- reduce exposure to disallowance penalties;
- improve customer experience;
- provide flexibility to accommodate last-minute decisions and rule changes by the EC; and
- improve capacity to achieve environmental outcomes.

Programme delivery failures

8 The new service did not operate as originally intended at two key stages during its first year:

- **Registration**
  The Department expected applicants to start using Verify, the government’s identity assurance system, to register for the new service from October 2014. However it quickly became apparent that Verify was not sufficiently developed to assure the identity of a significant proportion of farmers, and did not therefore work as the Department expected. Although a small number of farmers were able to register through Verify, the majority of customers registered using the RPA’s existing customer registration process, supported by drop-in centres and RPA’s telephone helpline.

- **Applications**
  In March 2015, in response to serious failings of the system, the online application system was withdrawn and replaced by ‘paper-assisted digital’ applications for the 2015 schemes.

9 As a result of the withdrawal of online applications, the RPA had to enter many application forms and land data changes manually. Manual data entry and the late development of interfaces with old systems that continue to be used, along with a one-month extension granted by the EU to the BPS application deadline, impacted the RPA’s ability to make interim payments for the Environmental Stewardship Scheme. As a result, payments totalling £200 million that otherwise could have been made from August 2015 were made from October 2015.

10 By March 2015, when the online application system was withdrawn, there was limited functionality within other components of the system. They were not fully integrated; development of links to legacy systems required to make payments had ceased; accounting and payment systems had been deprioritised and delayed; and there were other significant technical issues and problems with land data. A comprehensive recovery plan was therefore created to develop the infrastructure required, mitigate the significantly increased risk of disallowance penalties and minimise delays of payments to farmers. The budget contingency had been used up and the forecast cost of the Programme at this stage was £183 million.

11 The Department submitted a revised business case to HM Treasury in September 2015. By this point, the cost had risen to £215 million, 40% higher than originally planned, despite reductions in the planned level of functionality. This reflects cost overruns leading up to the withdrawal of the applications system in March 2015, and subsequent recovery actions.
Key findings

Strategic design

12 The original vision and design of the Programme was narrow. It focused on procuring IT systems and did not set out the wider organisational transformation required. There was no clear vision at the outset of the desired state of business operations nor a route map showing how the organisations involved should move towards it. In the outline business case, the Department did not clearly set out how it would achieve the expected savings from changes to the delivery bodies’ business processes (paragraphs 2.2 to 2.3).

13 There are differences in strategic direction and vision between the Cabinet Office, the Department, the RPA and other delivery bodies. The different priorities of the organisations involved were not resolved and caused disruption and delay at the beginning of the Programme. The RPA’s priority was to pay farmers accurately and on time, and minimise the risk of disallowance penalties, while the focus for Natural England and the Forestry Commission was to achieve environmental outcomes and build relationships with their customers. The Cabinet Office aimed to encourage innovation, reduce costs and develop learning across government as part of the government’s digital strategy to build digital services based on user needs (paragraph 2.4).

14 Many fundamental changes were made to the Programme, significantly increasing the level of innovation and risk. The Cabinet Office applied its ICT spending controls to the Programme and proposed changes that would bring it into line with the government’s digital strategy. Although the Department did not have previous experience of many of the changes, and they were relatively new across government, the Department did not consider that they increased the overall risk of failure for the Programme, but did identify risk mitigation plans for individual Programme elements. It is not clear that the changes were all appropriate or that the Department and Cabinet Office fully understood the implications of implementing them all at once. For example, the Department took on the systems integration role without having the necessary skills or knowing that they would be able to obtain them (paragraphs 2.5 to 2.9 and 3.28 to 3.29).

15 The Department did not give timely consideration to how it would reduce the risk of disallowance penalties. The outline business case did not provide sufficient detail about the specific steps it would take to reduce the risk of disallowance penalties, or which elements of disallowance are within the Programme’s control. In January 2014, it became clear that the EC intended to apply much higher rates of disallowance in some cases, but the Department did not begin developing its detailed response to the increased risk until later in the year when further details were released by the EC. As a result of the EC’s higher rates and insufficient mitigation, the Department expects disallowance penalties to exceed its 2% target by some margin (paragraphs 2.10 to 2.15).
System development

16 The Programme has been set back by numerous changes in direction, senior responsible owner and governance. Since the start of the Programme, there have been four different senior responsible owners (SROs), each from a different background and each bringing their own style, vision and priorities. Repeated changes to governance arrangements have disrupted the Programme and caused uncertainty and confusion for staff. SROs have not been formally trained or enrolled in the Major Projects Authority’s Leadership Academy and not all had experience of delivering government major projects of this scale and complexity (paragraphs 3.3 to 3.5).

17 The Department failed to prevent counterproductive behaviours by senior leaders. There were deep rifts between Programme leaders at many stages of the Programme’s history. These went beyond the healthy tension that could be expected in a multi-organisational programme, not only hindering progress but also impacting on staff morale and stress. Despite attempts to resolve these behaviours, the Department was not able to stop them (paragraphs 3.10 to 3.12).

18 Inconsistent and incomplete management information and assurance, alongside a good news culture, prevented effective progress monitoring and risk management. Management information has at times been patchy and inconsistent. Producing and sharing good quality, complete and meaningful management information was not always given sufficient priority. The Department did not consistently and transparently acknowledge and respond to findings from external assurance. The pervasive good news culture meant that early warnings of possible failure were unvoiced or not adequately addressed, nor appropriate contingency plans developed. This began to improve at the beginning of 2015, but the consistency and continuity of management information continues to be an issue in progress updates produced for the Secretary of State. These reports have recently been supplemented by a weekly dashboard that provides a factual view of achievements against an expected profile (paragraphs 3.14 to 3.22).

19 GDS did not provide the support the Department needed. GDS committed to reducing overall costs, improving delivery confidence and building the Department’s digital capability to support approval of the business case and the adoption of new approaches unfamiliar to the Department. Through the Programme:

- formal estimates of cost reductions were not provided;
- the Major Projects Authority’s delivery confidence assessments did not improve; and
- although GDS provided resources to the Department, its support was reported to be patchy. GDS provided limited continuity and insufficient insight into how to adopt agile on this scale. It was not able to identify and provide the systems integration skills required (paragraphs 3.23 to 3.25).
Damage limitation

20   In March 2015, in response to serious failings of the system, the requirement for all customers to apply online was withdrawn and replaced by ‘paper-assisted digital’ applications for the 2015 scheme. The Department acknowledged that it would no longer be possible to achieve a fully online approach in 2015. To ensure that farmers could apply by the deadline, an alternative approach involving paper-based applications for some customers was needed, using paper forms that were entered manually into the claims processing system, which connected with the other planned supporting systems. This was a speedy and effective change to the Programme that has increased the likelihood that the majority of farmers will receive their BPS payments in December (paragraphs 4.2 to 4.7).

21   The focus on resolving immediate issues has diverted attention from longer-term goals of improving the service to farmers, minimising disallowance penalties and achieving other intended benefits. The Programme is intended to support the delivery of CAP for ten years starting in 2015. Efforts to enable and handle paper-based applications have necessarily changed short-term priorities for the Programme diverting resources from the longer-term priorities of achieving efficiencies and addressing the land data issues that are causing current disallowance penalties (paragraph 4.12).

Conclusion on value for money

22   The Programme is a combined effort between the Department, the RPA, other delivery bodies and GDS to develop new systems and processes to support the implementation of the new CAP in England. But ineffective collaboration between these bodies undermined their ability to deliver a successful rural payments service. The Department and the Cabinet Office did not ensure a clear and consistent vision for the Programme with a manageable level of innovation. Nor did they effectively manage competing priorities. The result is that the Department expects higher levels of disallowance penalties, increased Programme costs, poorer customer experience and difficulties paying farmers accurately at the earliest opportunity. The Programme has therefore not provided value for money at this early stage.

23   The Department took action in March 2015 to revert to paper-based applications for some customers and ensure the infrastructure was in place to support this. Implementing these recovery actions and containing the costs of the revised approach is a significant challenge, and the Department is making good progress to meeting its target of paying BPS claims for the majority of farmers in December. However, significant challenges remain to make sure this year’s payments are accurate, to prepare for future years, maximise Programme benefits and minimise disallowance penalties.
Recommendations

a  The Department must ensure it focuses on longer-term priorities to continue to support efficiencies and minimise disallowance penalties in 2016 and beyond. The pressure to resolve immediate issues and ensure farmers are paid on time has diverted resources away from longer-term objectives. The Department should provide greater clarity about the Programme’s benefits, in particular the desired state of the delivery bodies, the benefits the Programme will bring and how their realisation will be monitored.

b  The Department and the RPA should ensure that payments made are accurate. Manual data entry generated a high proportion of errors. The Department is implementing controls to mitigate these errors, but should ensure end-to-end checks and associated assurance is in place and comprehensive. It should quantify the risk of inaccuracies arising from gaps in mitigating controls, and must not allow the target to pay in December and January to lead to payment inaccuracies and significant disallowance penalties.

c  The Department should maintain a strong and consistent leadership for the Programme. The frequent changes to leadership have led to shifts in focus and governance arrangements. To deliver the longer-term benefits and ensure everyone across the Programme is working towards the same goals, the Department must develop a clear vision that withstands any future change of SRO. The Department should also ensure that SROs have appropriate experience and training relevant to the role.

d  The Department should review how it sought to address personal rifts in the Programme. It should identify relevant lessons to improve future performance and ensure that such behaviours can be addressed and seen to be addressed.

e  The Department must ensure it has meaningful and consistent management information and that clear milestones allow progress to be tracked. The leadership has at times been unable to adequately manage the Programme or measure progress due to the poor quality and inconsistency of management information and an absence of clear milestones. The Department must guard against a good news culture by encouraging honest discussion, ensuring reporting is balanced and that concerns can be raised openly and risks more easily identified.

f  The Department must establish a comprehensive understanding of the full costs of delivering the CAP. The Department does not know the full cost of the Programme across all the organisations involved. Its current estimates do not include all immediate costs of recovering the Programme, nor longer-term costs of disallowance penalties and ongoing maintenance and support.
g The Department must provide a range of application methods that suit the diverse needs and abilities of its customers. The drive to enable online registrations and applications for all those who wanted it led to a failure to accommodate the different levels of digital literacy of the Programme’s customers and the differing levels of complexity in their claims. The Department must now ensure that it delivers the functionality to make multiple channels available to meet the needs of all of the different customer groups.

h The centre of government should learn from what has gone wrong, and for future programmes develop a more flexible approach to dealing with departments implementing them. The changes to the Programme created gaps in skills and experience within the Programme that neither the Department nor GDS could resolve and therefore added to the risk that the Programme would fail to deliver its aims. In response, the Cabinet Office should:

- provide stronger written guidance and capability building for departments on agile management and governance for major projects and how it fits with traditional governance structures;
- take into account departments’ capability and capacity to apply new methods and ensure sufficient flexibility and support in their adoption;
- adopt an approach that is more sensitive to the risks and culture of the organisations and teams involved, in order to ensure that the best use is made of GDS’s limited resources and that cost savings are delivered;
- support departments in acquiring the management and technical skills required to apply agile at scale;
- ensure it has appropriate accountability for programme delivery when significant changes to programmes are enforced; and
- step in to resolve conflicts quickly when departments are not able to do so themselves.
Part One

Background

1.1 Since 2012, the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (the Department) has been leading the CAP Delivery Programme (the Programme) involving its main delivery bodies, the Rural Payments Agency (RPA), Natural England and the Forestry Commission, and with assistance from the Government Digital Service (GDS) to improve delivery of the new Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). This part describes the CAP, the Programme and the two key failures that impacted on delivery.

The Common Agricultural Policy

1.2 The CAP is the European Union (EU) framework of subsidies and rural development programmes. It pays £1.8 billion each year to farmers and landowners in England under two funding ‘pillars’:

- Pillar 1 primarily provides direct support to farmers through the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS); and
- Pillar 2 provides funding for rural development programmes, such as the Environmental Stewardship Scheme and Countryside Stewardship Scheme that replaces it, aimed at achieving positive environmental outcomes and enhancing rural growth.

1.3 Figure 1 overleaf sets out the current responsibilities for delivering the CAP. In England, the CAP is delivered by the RPA, Natural England and the Forestry Commission with the Department retaining overall policy responsibility. The RPA’s principal role is to act as the paying agency for all CAP payments. It administers Pillar 1 while Pillar 2 is delegated by the RPA to Natural England, the Forestry Commission and local delivery groups.

1.4 The EU reforms the CAP every seven years or so. The current regulations came into force in 2014 and are expected to run until 2020. They required more complex schemes to be implemented by 2015.

1.5 CAP reform takes many years to finalise and, despite the UK government’s efforts at simplification, the current round of reform has resulted in the most complex CAP regime so far. Policy, primarily at European level, was finalised late in the process, delaying the finalisation of detailed control requirements in England, in some cases, until after implementation had started. To allow for last minute decisions and rule changes, significant flexibility needed to be built into the development of new schemes, systems and processes, adding to the complexity of the Programme.
Figure 1
CAP policy and delivery responsibilities in England

European Union
- European Parliament
- European Commission
- European Council

Member States
- Secretary of State for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs, The Scottish and Welsh Ministers, The Department of Agriculture and Rural Development in Northern Ireland – Competent Authorities

Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs – managing authority, retains overall policy and delivery responsibility, and responsible for paying disallowance penalties

Rural Payments Agency – administers all CAP payments. Delivery of Pillar 1 schemes and parts of Pillar 2, and ensuring Pillar 2 is verifiable and controllable

Pillar 1
Direct payments and market support measures
- Rural Payments Agency
  - Basic Payment Scheme
  - Market support measures including Fruit and Vegetable Producer Organisation scheme
  - The RPA is supported by the following delegated bodies:
    - Animal and Plant Health Agency
    - Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board
    - Food Environment Research Agency Science Ltd
    - HM Revenue & Customs

Pillar 2
Rural Development Support
- Natural England
  - Countryside Stewardship
  - Environmental Stewardship
- Forestry Commission
  - Countryside Stewardship
  - English Woodland Grant
- Local groups
  - Supported by RPA’s Rural Development Team to deliver projects that create jobs, help businesses to grow, and benefit the rural economy

Farmers
- Policy responsibility
- Delivery body
- Beneficiaries

Landowners
- Policy responsibility
- Delivery body
- Beneficiaries

Rural businesses
- Policy responsibility
- Delivery body
- Beneficiaries

Note
1 The European Commission is the executive body of the EU, responsible for proposing legislation and implementing decisions on the day-to-day business of the EU. The European Council defines overall political direction and priorities, and sets the EU’s policy agenda.

Source: National Audit Office analysis
The case for change

1.6 After considering a number of delivery options for the new CAP, the Department decided it was not feasible to adapt existing systems within the time available. This was because:

- the delivery arrangements under the previous CAP had created multiple points of contact for customers, leading to a disjointed and poor user experience;
- the systems comprised a number of ageing and unsupported IT components spread across the delivery bodies, which were becoming increasingly expensive to maintain;
- there were difficulties in connecting information, decisions, data and outcomes through the user journey. This increased costs and the risk of fraud and disallowance penalties, because of errors arising from the difficulty of checking information across systems;
- the new CAP schemes were more complex leading to higher anticipated administration costs; and
- the new systems needed to be flexible to enable changes to policy, scheme rules and processes to be incorporated easily and quickly.

1.7 During the previous CAP period (2005 to 2014), the European Commission imposed penalties – known as disallowance – for failing to comply with the regulations to the satisfaction of EU auditors. These amounted to £642 million, around four times the original planned cost of the Programme. Disallowance penalties can arise, for example, as a result of delays in payments, member states misinterpreting the regulations, customer error or the Commission identifying control issues that it considers a risk to EU funds.²

The CAP Delivery Programme

1.8 In February 2012, the RPA published its five-year plan. A key part of the plan was the Future Options Programme, which intended to stabilise the organisation, procure replacement systems to meet its CAP obligations and to achieve value for money in implementing those systems. As a digital project involving significant spending, the Programme was subject to the Cabinet Office ICT spending controls. As a result, the Cabinet Office proposed a number of fundamental changes and, in July 2012, the Programme became known as the CAP Delivery Programme, to be led by the Department.

1.9 The Programme aimed to address many of the problems associated with the previous CAP scheme by providing a single IT solution to process and deliver payments across both pillars of the reformed CAP. In doing so, it was expected to deliver a range of benefits, including:

- reducing delivery costs through automating processes, providing more efficient, accurate and fit-for-purpose systems, and decommissioning expensive legacy systems;
- delivery structures that were more adaptable to changes in policy or legislation;
- reduced exposure to disallowance penalties through fewer manual controls and automated cross-validation checks;
- a simple and joined-up approach for customers to get information and services from the Department and the other delivery bodies; and
- better environmental outcomes.

1.10 The system was envisaged as separate but integrated components that together would deliver the new service. The main components and their suppliers are set out in Figure 2.

**Figure 2**
Key components of the IT system

![Diagram of IT system components](source: National Audit Office)
1.11 Procurement and development of the system took place during 2013 and 2014. The Programme was working towards immovable deadlines: the service had to be ready to accept BPS claims by 15 May 2015 and to make BPS payments to customers between 1 December 2015 and 30 June 2016. Failure to meet these deadlines would incur disallowance penalties. Figure 3 on pages 18 and 19 sets out the key events.

Programme delivery failures

1.12 The new service did not operate as originally intended at two key stages during its first year:

- Registrations
  The Department expected applicants to register using Verify, the government’s identity assurance system, from October 2014. Although GDS’s Verify team had advised the Department that they would need to make alternative means available to access the service, no alternative was initially put in place. In summer 2014, farmers and landowners trialling the new system began reporting problems in using Verify, which was still in the early stages of development. Verify was not sufficiently ready for widespread use by farmers when the Department and the SRO launched its use for all applicants in October 2014. In November 2014, although a small number of farmers had managed to register using Verify, the Department decided to allow applicants to use its existing customer registration process, supported by drop-in centres and the RPA’s telephone helpline. At this stage, the forecast cost of the Programme rose to £183 million.

- Applications
  In February 2015, performance issues with the new IT system that had been evident for some time grew more serious as the number of users on the system grew. Programme staff, GDS staff and suppliers all put significant effort and resources into resolving these issues but could not resolve them in the time available. In March 2015, a revised plan was implemented, involving sending partially pre-populated paper claim forms and maps to some customers for them to send back with any amendments. At the same time, responsibility for running the Programme passed from the Department to the RPA.

1.13 In September 2015, the Department submitted a revised business case to HM Treasury. By this point, the cost had risen to £215 million, 40% higher than originally planned, in part to cover the additional costs of the revised plan.

1.14 Because of the complexity of implementing the new scheme, the EU allowed a one-month extension of the BPS deadline. This, together with the increased manual entry required and the late development of interfaces with the systems in place for legacy schemes, delayed the application of required controls and checks, and consequently impacted the RPA’s ability to pay interim Environmental Stewardship Scheme payments. As a result, payments totalling £200 million that otherwise could have been made from August 2015 started in October 2015.³

³ Farmers were informed in 2013 that these interim payments should only be expected by December 2015. This was due to the need to change grant periods to comply with EC rules, and was unrelated to the new CAP or the Programme.
**Figure 3**

Programme timeline

**Key events**

- Jan 2013: CAP-D becomes CAP-D
- Jun 2013: Programme becomes CAP-D
- Jul 2013: Strategic design

**Technical requirements**

- Mar: EU extends end of 2015 BPS claims window from May to Jun
- Jan: Rural Payments System made available to limited numbers of users
- Jul 2016: Countryside Stewardship scheme opens
- Sep: CAP-D revised FBC submitted to HMT

**Governance and SRO changes**

- Mar: Programme helpline (sited at SRO) launched
- Jul 2013: MoU signed between Defra and GDS
- Mar: MoU signed between Defra, DA, Treasury, Cabinet Office and SMEs
- Nov 2014 to Jan 2015: System integration plan abandoned

**Programme costs**

- Jan: FOP becomes CAP-D
- Feb: Issues detected in CAP-D live environment
- Mar: Move to paper-based contingency
- Apr to Jun: Verification and validation of BPS claims
- Jun: 2015 BPS claim window closes
- Jul: Release 1 and Finance Release 1 successfully completed
- Oct: Future Options Programme OBC submitted to Defra
- Dec: Future Options Programme OBC submitted to Defra
- Mar: Defra becomes lead for FOP
- Jul: Defra becomes lead for FOP
- Nov: Ian Trenholm appointed first SRO

**Major Projects Authority: rebalancing and findings**

- Jul 2013: Areas of concern:
  - Agile
  - Policy requirements not prioritised
  - Transition from legacy systems
  - Development in behind
  - Resource challenges
  - Amber rating

**System development**

- Jan 2013: Areas of concern:
  - Agile
  - Policy requirements not prioritised
  - Transition from legacy systems
  - Development in behind
  - Resource challenges
  - Amber rating

**Storage limitation**

- Jan 2013: Areas of concern:
  - Agile
  - Policy requirements not prioritised
  - Transition from legacy systems
  - Development in behind
  - Resource challenges
  - Amber rating

Source: National Audit Office analysis.
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Part Two

Strategic design

2.1 For a programme of this size and complexity, it is essential that there is a clear shared vision and a blueprint to manage priorities, establish a consistent basis for decisions about service design and assess progress against objectives. This should be able to withstand any changes to programme leadership. In this part we consider:

- the vision for the Programme;
- changes to the Programme required by the Cabinet Office; and
- how the risk of disallowance was built into the Programme.

The Department’s vision

2.2 The Department’s vision for the Programme focused on procuring an IT system, rather than aspiring to wider organisational transformation to deliver further efficiencies. The business case considered different options for procuring the IT systems, but not for delivering the service more widely. In the summer of 2014, the then SRO observed that “the plans for business transformation lag behind the technology development rather than leading it which, regrettably, is often the case in government projects”.

2.3 The Department did not develop a suitable operating model until January 2015, nearly two years after the outline business case had been approved. For a programme of this complexity and ambition, a target operating model is a basic requirement, setting out the transition to a future position and linking services, customers, processes, technology, organisational design and governance arrangements. The target operating model developed in the early stages was a single-page reference document that only described the high-level design principles of the proposed IT solution. The Major Projects Authority (MPA) described the absence of a target operating model as a critical failing in December 2014.
Differences in strategic priorities

2.4 There were a number of differences in strategic vision and cultural and management style across organisations. The RPA’s priority was to pay farmers accurately and on time, while minimising the risk of disallowance penalties. The other main delivery bodies, Natural England and the Forestry Commission, have wider objectives of achieving environmental outcomes and building ongoing relationships with their customers. The Cabinet Office aimed to innovate and disseminate good practice and learning across government to promote the government’s digital strategy to build digital services based on user needs.

Cabinet Office conditions for funding approval

2.5 The Programme was ‘reset’ during 2013 as a result of the Cabinet Office ICT spending controls review. It was established as a ‘digital exemplar’ under the Cabinet Office Transformation Programme.

2.6 The Cabinet Office imposed several conditions on the Department, designed to encourage innovation, reduce costs and bring the Programme in line with the government’s digital strategy, as a prerequisite for funding approval. In addition the Department agreed to use the Verify programme for identity assurance. Each of the changes had potential value in improving digital development across government but, taken together, the seven key changes significantly increased delivery risk. Many were new for the Department but also relatively untested across government. We are not convinced that all of the changes were appropriate or deliverable for the service and its users, nor that the Department and the Cabinet Office fully understood the implications of taking them on board all at once. The Cabinet Office did not provide evidence that these changes would reduce costs or that the Programme would be deliverable.

2.7 Figure 4 overleaf summarises the changes made to the Programme, and why we view them as adding risk.

Additional risk of the reset

2.8 At the time of the reset, the Department did not believe that these changes added to the overall Programme risk but did identify mitigating actions in an attempt to manage the individual risks associated with each change. However, many staff were concerned that the cumulative risk of introducing seven fundamental changes was more than the Department could be expected to accommodate. The RPA Chief Executive told the Environment, Food & Rural Affairs Select Committee in September 2015, that there was too much focus on “being first on a number of key development areas, so compounding the difficulties of being a digital exemplar for Digital by Default, being one of the first to use some of the new contracts on government’s G Cloud and being the first to try the identity verification service called Verify in a live environment”.

### Figure 4

Seven fundamental changes to the Programme added to the level of innovation and risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>How was it applied?</th>
<th>Risks and challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agile</td>
<td>Rapid and iterative IT development method used for customer-facing portal and mapping systems.</td>
<td>The Department and the RPA had no experience of the agile approach. The Department felt it did not receive sufficient support from GDS given the level of experience of Programme staff, leading to poor application of agile. Programme governance was not adapted to quick iterative development cycles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital by Default</td>
<td>The Digital by Default Service Standard is a set of criteria that have to be met by all new or redesigned transactional government services before being made widely available to users. Assisted digital support is an integral part of the service, helping users who cannot complete the service on their own.</td>
<td>The Programme was designed to oblige all customers to register and apply online. However, farmers have a lower average level of digital literacy than the general population, and internet and broadband coverage in rural areas is lower than in urban areas (15% of farm businesses lack internet access). The system was released widely as the only application method in January 2015 despite having failed the Digital Service Standard Assessment.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Verify is the government’s new identity assurance service. The Department expected all applicants to start using Verify by July 2014.</td>
<td>Verify was still in beta when registrations for the new service began in October 2014. At this time Verify could only assure 75% of the UK population. Farming organisations told us that many farmers lacked the credentials required by Verify in 2014 such as a credit rating, photo-card driving licence and financial products in their name. While some farmers successfully used Verify, an alternative to Verify should have been offered from the start.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)</td>
<td>The Cabinet Office’s aim was that more spend on new large government IT projects flowed to SMEs directly and within the supply chain. Funding for the Programme depended on the Department encouraging the involvement of SMEs in the Programme.</td>
<td>The Department had limited experience of managing a group of smaller suppliers on a large IT programme. Lack of capacity and resources within some SME suppliers impacted the delivery timetable and assurance requirements, causing cost overruns. Silo working by suppliers was widely reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems integration</td>
<td>The multiple contractor approach called for systems integration skills to bring the different elements together. The Department was expected to provide these skills.</td>
<td>The Department did not have the necessary skills in-house and did not know how to obtain them. The Programme failed to recruit the necessary skills to the Programme for a number of reasons including pay levels, the location of the work (Reading) and problems with retention. The lack of these skills was a central cause of failure in March 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-Cloud</td>
<td>The Department procured suppliers through G-Cloud to align with the government’s wider procurement strategy.</td>
<td>G-Cloud was not yet, in 2013, well established as a procurement route for government. Although it accelerated some procurements, there were delays in establishing a hosting environment as a result of difficulties adapting the standardised contractual terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform as a Service (PaaS)</td>
<td>A cloud-based computing environment designed to support the rapid development, running and management of the system’s applications.</td>
<td>The Department had no experience of delivering or using a PaaS solution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Available at: https://gdsdata.blog.gov.uk/rural-payments-service-assessment/

Source: National Audit Office analysis of Departmental information
2.9 The Department did not include additional allowance for optimism bias to mitigate the increased risk associated with the seven changes. The Department had identified some risks and put in place risk mitigation plans for individual Programme elements. However, we saw no evidence of an overarching contingency plan at the Programme level. This was raised as an issue by the Programme Sub-Committee in January 2013, but was not subsequently followed up. There appeared to be a widespread view across the Programme that contingency planning was an admission of a failure that could not be allowed to happen.

**Disallowance risk**

2.10 The scale of disallowance penalties incurred during the previous CAP and anticipated over the coming years far exceeds the total cost of the Programme. A key objective of the outline business case was “to minimise the exposure of the UK taxpayer to disallowance penalties”. It assumed that, if the Programme was delivered successfully, disallowance would be contained at 2% of total scheme value or £44 million each year.

2.11 The outline business case provides little detail on how the Programme would achieve this 2% level. It deliberately avoided including disallowance in the economic assessment due to the uncertain nature of the risk, and because the Department could not separate Programme-related from wider disallowance penalties. An external review that formed the first stage of the Department’s understanding of risks from the Programme impacting potential disallowance was not produced until March 2014. As a result, the Department did not have the required information to effectively prioritise efforts within the Programme to minimise disallowance. It has not focused enough on critical areas that impact on disallowance penalties, such as the development, maintenance and implementation of a single data architecture to ensure data quality.

2.12 A key element of the Department’s approach to minimising the risk of disallowance penalties was its choice of Abaco, an Italian IT supplier, to deliver the system’s ‘rules-based engine’. This applies the complicated scheme rules to calculate payments based on claim and mapping data. The Department selected Abaco, against GDS advice, because they had a successful track record in preventing disallowance in other countries, although this was recognised as presenting challenges for systems integration and meeting Digital by Default standards. The Department chose to use only some elements of the Abaco product and try to integrate them with other parts of its system. It was not able to successfully integrate Abaco with the online application portal for 2015 applications.

2.13 In January 2014, it became clear that the EC was changing how it calculated disallowance penalties, greatly increasing the value of penalties compared with those that would have been applied for similar failures under the previous regime.
2.14 The Department responded by starting to develop a CAP Disallowance Strategy from late 2014. In developing the strategy, the Department has taken steps to improve its understanding of the causes of disallowance and developed other measures, including improving its mapping capabilities. These are described in our recent report on disallowance. It has also submitted an invest-to-save proposal to reduce future disallowance for consideration within the 2015 Comprehensive Spending Review.

2.15 Although the full extent of the increase in potential penalties was not known until late 2014, the Department could have responded much earlier by reassessing the disallowance risk and potential Programme benefits at the point at which they were known to be likely. Enhancements to the Programme design to reduce disallowance were not fully developed until September 2015 when an addendum to the full business case was submitted to HM Treasury. Disallowance is now expected to exceed the 2% target by some margin.

---

Part Three

System development

3.1 Digital transformation programmes need strong and experienced leaders that understand how to achieve digital transformation, as well as established and effective governance mechanisms that hold management to account. Transparent and consistent performance monitoring arrangements, based on complete and accurate management information, are essential for keeping a programme on track and keeping the leadership informed and able to make effective decisions.

3.2 In this part we consider:
- Programme leadership;
- governance arrangements;
- working relationships;
- Programme assurance;
- support from the Government Digital Service (GDS); and
- the challenges of applying seven fundamental changes.

Frequent changes in Programme leadership

3.3 There has been a rapid turnover in the Programme’s senior leadership with four senior responsible owners (SROs) since the start of the Programme in 2012. Each SRO came from a different background (the Department, the Major Projects Authority, GDS and the RPA) and each new SRO made changes to the priorities of the Programme as well as to the governance arrangements (Figure 5 overleaf). This created disruption for Programme staff and suppliers, as well as contributing to a lack of clarity across the Programme.

3.4 While demonstrating a range of leadership experience, not all had previous experience of leading complex government major projects on this scale. The Cabinet Office introduced a requirement in October 2012 that SROs should be enrolled in its Major Projects Leadership Academy (MPLA) by the end of 2014. The Programme Director, who has been in post throughout the Programme, was one of the first graduates of the MPLA but none of the SROs enrolled or had graduated.
Programme governance

3.5 At the start of the Programme, governance structures were cumbersome with over 30 different committees, in part reflecting the complexity of needing to align policy with delivery (Figure 6). The Programme was complex and made more so by the number of delivery bodies and suppliers involved. The changes in SRO led to further disruption to the arrangements, but governance was rationalised considerably in mid-2014 as the Programme moved towards implementation. These arrangements have largely remained in place.

Figure 5
Leadership of the Programme

SRO: Ian Trenholm
(Nov 2012 to May 2014)
Stage: strategic design and development
Focus: championing digital agenda; understanding system capability pre-transformation
Relevant prior experience: experienced local government leader
Key challenges: managing complex design; preventing suppliers and delivery bodies working in silos

SRO: Liam Maxwell
(Oct 2014 to May 2015)
Stage: testing and implementation
Focus: user needs and improving front end service delivery; promoting Digital by Default
Relevant prior experience: IT Director in industry; Government Deputy Chief Information Officer (2012); Government Chief Technology Officer (2012-present); SRO of Public Services Network
Key challenges: building personal knowledge and experience of the policy sector; systems integration; engagement with delivery bodies

SRO: Mark Grimshaw
(May 2015 to present)
Stage: damage limitation and forward plan
Focus: stabilising the Programme; containing disallowance risk; making sure farmers are paid on time; enhancing systems integration capacity; preparing for 2016 and beyond
Relevant prior experience: CEO of the RPA and key player in Programme from start
Key challenges: balancing immediate firefighting priorities with longer-term objectives; realigning business and financial controls

SRO/deputy SRO: Norma Wood
(May 2014 to Sep 2014)
Stage: development and testing
Focus: integrating Programme components; bring delivery bodies together; streamline governance; improve supplier relationships
Relevant prior experience: leading major projects in industry; Transformation Director for the reset of Universal Credit
Key challenges: role as deputy SRO not always clear; could not hold financial authority due to status as contractor; creating a unified, one team culture
Figure 6
Governance arrangements were subject to frequent change

Programme Board
Plus six Committees:
- Implementation Programme Board
- Programme Sub-Committee
- CAP Steering Group
- Finance Programme Executive
- RPA Programme Sub-Committee
- CEO’s Steering Group

Programme Executive – Members: SRO, Programme Director, CEOs of RPA and the Major Projects Authority
Role: drives delivery of Programme, policy outcomes and benefits within financial envelope set by the Department’s Board

SRO Programme Board – Members: SRO, Deputy SRO, Permanent Secretary, CEOs of the RPA and the Major Projects Authority
Role: directs and manages delivery of the Programme

Service Manager
Role: makes all decisions on scope and technical releases

Design Authority – Members: Deputy Programme Director, workstream leads
Role: controls change

Supplier Council – Members: Programme Director, suppliers, Commercials Team
Role: collaborates and considers commercial needs

Delivery Group – Members: Deputy Programme Director, workstream leads, delivery bodies, suppliers
Role: manages milestones

Key decision-making and oversight body
Supporting body

Source: National Audit Office analysis of Departmental information
3.6 Programme and departmental governance was not well aligned to the agile approach. The Department and its delivery bodies were accustomed to more traditional, structured governance arrangements with detailed planning and large staggered releases. We were told by key stakeholders that the Department’s decision to adopt an agile approach, with its more fluid iterative approach and greater freedom for decision-makers, brought new challenges. The Department told us it sought guidance in 2013 from GDS on best practice for agile governance, but guidance on this was not published until June 2014.

3.7 A Unified Plan for the Programme was only introduced in September 2014. This was designed to incorporate business and operational needs across the Programme and to focus on end-to-end integration and testing of the BPS by December 2014 and testing of Pillar 2 by April 2015. In November 2014, the Plan fell out of use with a move to phased releases. A number of key staff reported becoming unsighted on overall progress and delivery as a result.

Service Manager role

3.8 In October 2014, a Service Manager role was created, with autonomy to determine release timing and content, to address perceived deficiencies in obtaining and integrating user feedback. Following this appointment, the Programme Executive and Programme Director were not always clearly sighted on key decisions on the design and delivery of the Programme. There was not always a clear trail to show a detailed consideration of the financial impacts. The SRO is responsible for supporting the Programme Director but in our view, by appointing a Service Manager who at times operated independently, he undermined the Programme Director who retained financial and overall Programme delivery responsibility. From this point, some key staff and delivery bodies reported that they were not sufficiently involved in, or aware of, key decisions that they would have been party to under previous arrangements.

3.9 This situation persisted until January 2015 when, at the request of the Permanent Secretaries of the Department and the Cabinet Office, steps were taken by the Deputy SRO and Programme Director to restore financial controls to their previous position. The Unified Plan and financial controls were re-established and signed off by the Department’s Network Executive Committee in February 2015.6

Personal rifts at the top

3.10 There were deep and persistent personal rifts at senior levels and at times these led to counter-productive behaviour by the Programme’s leaders. The differences in strategic vision in the design phase (paragraph 2.4) were not resolved. Senior people told us that they found it almost impossible to work together at times. Interviewees reported confrontational behaviour between senior Programme staff at the RPA and GDS.

---

6 This committee has high-level oversight of the operational running of the Department and cross-network issues.
3.11 Rifts between senior Programme officials went beyond the creative tension that is to be expected in a multi-organisational programme, and impacted on implementation and delivery as well as staff morale and stress, especially from mid-2014. The dysfunction and inappropriate behaviour at the top was very apparent to Programme staff at this time, and created a frustrating working environment for them, preventing the culture of trust and collaboration needed to deliver a large and complex programme.

3.12 The Department made several attempts to tackle these behaviours but proved unable to do so. The Permanent Secretary became aware of the conflict at various stages, but the issue repeatedly resurfaced and was never properly resolved. GDS also escalated concerns around this issue within the Cabinet Office from February 2014, but with little impact.

Programme assurance

3.13 The Programme followed HM Treasury’s assurance model based around ‘three lines of defence’, but we found weaknesses in each of the components of assurance (Figure 7 overleaf).

Management information and planning

3.14 We found that the Programme’s management information (MI) was patchy and inconsistent at times and was not always shared in the best way to support the effective running and oversight of the Programme. Challenges arose in the sharing of information between RPA and GDS staff within the Programme, and in one case the Secretary of State had to intervene for information to be released from RPA to GDS staff within the Programme.

3.15 Between November 2014 and February 2015, there was a break from the established MI reporting. Information that was previously collected and distributed by the Programme Management Office was no longer made available to the Programme Executive. The SRO wanted information at a faster pace to keep up with the challenges of developing the new service. He therefore asked for information directly from technical teams to feed into weekly update reports to the Permanent Secretary, Ministers (the Department and the Cabinet Office), Chief Executive of the RPA and Director Generals in the Department. These reports were shared with the SRO Board but not with Programme Executive members or the Programme Director, who continued to receive the more traditional, but by then incomplete, MI reports from the Programme Management Office. Programme Executive members raised specific concerns about this at board meetings in January and February 2015.

3.16 Suppliers and delivery bodies told us that the lack of a detailed plan agreed by all parties hampered the ability to plan, resource and identify critical paths and dependencies. The Unified Plan was introduced in September 2014 (paragraph 3.7), alongside an end-to-end service map, but there was no reporting against its milestones until February 2015.
### Figure 7

**Assurance of the Programme: the three lines of defence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line of defence</th>
<th>Key players</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First line of defence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: business management – managing the risks (within the Programme)</td>
<td>Programme Management Office (PMO)</td>
<td>Management information (MI)</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Programme Director of Assurance</td>
<td>Risk registers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Financial reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PMO took on more responsibility from January 2014 by providing Programme management information to the Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly risk reviews held at Director level, summary presented to Programme Executive and presented to the Audit and Risk Committee for validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Issues escalated to Programme Executive, but not always responded to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inconsistencies and gaps in MI, but improvements from March 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second line of defence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: corporate oversight of operational risk – assessing the risks (within the Programme)</td>
<td>Programme Management Office (PMO)</td>
<td>Monthly report for Programme Executive</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Programme Director of Assurance</td>
<td>Reviewing outcomes from external assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Commissioning of external risk-based reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge to the Programme Executive could have been stronger, although Director of Assurance sometimes overridden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Issues escalated to Programme Executive, but not always responded to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third line of defence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: provide independent assurance (outside the Programme)</td>
<td>Internal Audit Audit and Risk Committee (ARC)</td>
<td>Internal audit reports</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewing of Programme papers, including risk report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewing of external reports (eg Major Projects Authority, HM Treasury and National Audit Office)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ARC challenge to the Programme strengthened over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New tracking process improved handling of recommendations from internal and external reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Investment in technical knowledge of internal auditors and use of third party technical providers to reflect use of agile methodologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**


**Source:** National Audit Office
3.17 MI needed to be consolidated. From March 2015, a new approach was adopted for reporting on progress and performance to the Programme Executive. This involved reporting against Unified Plan milestones, provision of metrics on progress by the Service Manager’s delivery teams, reinstating monthly financial reports, sharing daily MI on registrations for the BPS and a regular review of the Secretary of State weekly progress reports. This new package of MI was intended to provide increased confidence and understanding to the Programme Executive. Figure 8 overleaf sets out the nature of the available MI and how this changed during the course of the Programme.

Assurance activity

3.18 The Programme’s Assurance Director was responsible for ensuring effective assurance arrangements were in place, providing monthly reports to the Programme Board and specific internally and externally commissioned reviews and assurance. The Assurance Director did not always have the influence required to ensure sufficient challenge, especially from October 2014, despite escalating some issues to the Permanent Secretary.

3.19 The SROs occasionally commissioned external reviews on key areas of risk, such as systems integration and disallowance. Early warnings from these reviews were not always heeded by the Programme’s leadership. The Programme provided evidence of how it tracked its resolution of recommendations from external reviews, although governance bodies were not always sighted on resolution. The reporting of some reviews was also significantly delayed.

Good news culture

3.20 Changes to governance and escalation routes were a particular concern of many Programme officials and other stakeholders. We were repeatedly told that issues escalated to the Programme Board, the Programme Executive (which replaced the Board) and successive SROs were often not followed up. Some formal governance meetings were viewed as being stage-managed, and officials reported that they felt inhibited from raising their concerns to the Programme Executive for fear of being seen as ‘not on board’ with the Programme. This began to improve at the beginning of 2015, but the culture had previously restricted the Programme leadership’s ability to recognise when elements of the Programme were going wrong.
### Figure 8
Changes to the Programme’s management information (MI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRO and stage of Programme</th>
<th>MI characteristics</th>
<th>Main MI changes</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ian Trenholm</td>
<td>Dashboard style reporting, lengthy narrative</td>
<td>April 2014 – dashboard reports replaced with a single A3 report for the Board/Executive</td>
<td>Lengthy narrative reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage: strategic design and development</td>
<td>Red/Amber/Green (RAG) rating provided updates on workstreams</td>
<td></td>
<td>No MI team to support production of reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norma Wood</td>
<td>Shorter and more detailed dashboard style reporting, replacing narrative updates</td>
<td>Aug 2014 - Programme Management Office given responsibility for producing MI reports</td>
<td>Timing the MI reports to ensure business and operational control across the Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage: development and testing</td>
<td>RAG rating provided updates on workstreams</td>
<td>Sep 2014 – daily operations meetings introduced based around the Unified Plan introduced in Sep 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daily operations reports</td>
<td>Sep 2014 – progress reports to the Secretary of State introduced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Maxwell</td>
<td>Detailed MI continues to develop, rather than narrative updates.</td>
<td>Oct 2014 – introduced shorter summary reports for the Accounting Officer, Permanent Secretary and the SRO Board</td>
<td>MI reports poorly and inconsistently disseminated across the Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage: testing and implementation</td>
<td>New set of MI focused on three key components of delivering the live service:</td>
<td>Nov 2014 – dashboard reports phased out</td>
<td>Reporting to Programme Executive incomplete between Nov 2014 and Feb 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Software developments</td>
<td>Dec 2014 – format of Secretary of State update reports revised</td>
<td>Difficult to track progress in the Secretary of State update reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Blockers to delivering the service</td>
<td>Jan 2015 – narrative reports introduced to supplement the MI reports covering achievements, planned activities, risks and help needed; daily CAP registration reports introduced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Registration of customers</td>
<td>Feb 2015 – Release Plans and dashboard reports reintroduced based around the revised Unified Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Grimshaw</td>
<td>Dashboard style reporting</td>
<td>May 2015 – daily BPS dashboard lists projects in exception with named project manager</td>
<td>Difficult to track progress in the Secretary of State update reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage: damage limitation and forward plan</td>
<td>Release Plans as part of the MI</td>
<td>Jun 2015 – BPS dashboard moves from daily to weekly reporting; data on Abaco capability planning included in weekly BPS dashboard</td>
<td>Progress reported against BPS milestones not transparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report against projects in exception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note
1 We have not quality assured or validated the data provided in the management information reports.

Source: National Audit Office
3.21 Examples of concerns that were escalated, but not adequately addressed, included the readiness and suitability of Verify for farmers and the Programme’s lack of capacity to fulfil the systems integration role. The Programme’s user insight team and scrum teams, for example, escalated their serious concerns about the readiness of Verify to the Programme Executive from early 2014, several months before this new service was expected to be accessible to all customers. This was not raised in the Programme’s risk register until June 2014, and not addressed until after registrations had been opened to all applicants. Similarly, major concerns about the Programme’s ability to carry out the systems integration role in-house were voiced both inside and outside the Programme from as early as February 2013. A specific concern was raised in the Programme’s risk register, but was not adequately addressed.

3.22 Weekly update reports for the Secretary of State to show progress towards being ready to make payments in December 2015 did not present a balanced view. The reports show actions completed each week and actions planned for the following week, but do not show weaknesses or failures to complete planned tasks. Actions planned for one week often do not appear as completed the following week, or only appear several weeks later as completed. Reports have been recently supplemented by a weekly dashboard that provides a factual view of achievements against an expected profile.

GDS support for the Programme

3.23 A number of fundamental changes were made to the Programme’s design as a result of the ICT spending controls process, but the Cabinet Office did not provide the support that the Department believed it needed to accommodate them. The number of approaches introduced that were new to the Department and the complexity of the Programme presented a number of challenges, including obtaining sufficient expertise and resources. Although GDS did provide resources to the Department, its own limited resources prevented it from being able to provide all the support that the Department required. The Department and the RPA described GDS support as patchy. There was little continuity in personnel and GDS staff were reported to have provided insufficient insight into the use of agile at this scale.

3.24 GDS committed to reducing overall costs and improving delivery confidence. However, no formal estimates of cost reductions were provided and the Major Projects Authority’s delivery confidence assessments did not improve. The Memorandum of Understanding agreed between the Department and GDS in January 2013 did not set out the level of support the Department could expect from GDS and this left the Programme exposed. It states that “GDS will provide key people resources to work with Defra to ensure success of the Programme”. Many of the commitments GDS made to the Department are vague. For example, it did not quantify the savings that the use of agile would achieve: “no formal estimates of cost savings will be offered but previous experience of operating in an agile manner would suggest a significant cost reduction can be expected from traditional approaches to large scale IT procurement”. It was agreed that the Memorandum of Understanding would be reviewed every six months at Programme Board level, but this did not happen.
3.25 A number of Programme officials told us that they would find written guidance on agile programme management and governance useful. GDS provides guidance through its Service Design Manual and ad hoc blogs and has provided other additional guidance, for example, its advice on the process for gaining approval for agile projects as a supplement to HM Treasury’s Green Book. More comprehensive guidance on agile management would help departments align governance for major projects with traditional governance structures.

Key difficulties applying the seven fundamental changes

3.26 The challenges the Department experienced in applying all of the seven fundamental changes are detailed in Figure 4, but Verify and systems integration gave rise to particular difficulties, requiring significant changes to the registration and application processes.

Adoption of Verify

3.27 A range of stakeholders raised concerns about the suitability of Verify, the government’s identity assurance system, because they believed that customers did not have the documentary evidence and credit history required. While some farmers successfully used Verify, an alternative should have been offered from the start. Verify was not ready, despite the Department’s expectation that it would be. The Department had to move to an alternative telephone identity assurance service. Considerable time and resources trying to make the other system components ready to work with Verify had been diverted away from other pressing priorities.

Systems integration

3.28 The Department experienced significant difficulties obtaining the systems integration expertise it needed. Initially the Department outsourced the systems integration role, but this arrangement was terminated as a result of the Cabinet Office ICT spending controls. These controls aimed to limit the day rate paid, and avoid the risk of being too dependent on a single large supplier. We reported in January 2013 that the pace, breadth and depth of change required by the Cabinet Office’s ICT reforms is opening up capacity and capability gaps across government.7 As a result, the Department brought the systems integration function in-house, but underestimated what this meant in practice and did not foresee the difficulty it would have in getting the necessary skills in place. In its December 2014 review, the MPA reported that the lack of technical resources remained a major issue for the Department.8

3.29 By December 2014, the Programme had not completed a walk-through of the end-to-end process to ensure it worked. Because of the failings in systems integration and lack of prioritisation, some of the major components of the system were not sufficiently developed to enable integration testing.

8 Major Projects Authority, Project Validation Review (December 2014).
Part Four

Damage limitation

4.1 The Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (the Department) revised its plans in March 2015 when it recognised there was a high risk that systems would not be ready to allow farmers to apply by the EU deadline for their CAP payments. The manner and speed of the Department’s response was crucial to limiting reputational damage, but more importantly to ensuring farmers could submit their claims on time. This part of the report looks at:

- what the Department did to recover the situation;
- what the Programme has delivered; and
- remaining risks and challenges.

Actions to recover the Programme

4.2 In February and March 2015, the mounting difficulties encountered culminated in three failed attempts to fix the link between the web portal and claims processing system over successive weekends. Programme and GDS staff and suppliers all put significant effort and resources into resolving these issues but were unable to do so in the time available.

4.3 The Department responded quickly by reverting to a ‘paper-assisted digital’ approach. A range of approaches were introduced for claims, accommodating the complexity of customers’ claims:

- agents representing larger customers and those with more complex claims were trained in, and given access to, an alternative online interface allowing them to enter claims online;
- customers that were not represented by an agent, but who needed to submit a new or changed claim, were required to supply details on a partially pre-populated paper claim form; and
- customers whose claim was unchanged from the previous year were sent an email with details of their previous claim and were asked to click to confirm that no changes were required.
4.4 The RPA used its existing call centre and strengthened its network of drop-in centres to provide help with paper and online applications. Drop-in centres were open until midnight on 15 June, the deadline for submitting claims.

4.5 The RPA Chief Executive was given responsibility for stabilising the Programme by delivering a revised plan, and ensuring the majority of farmers receive BPS payments in December 2015. There are still significant challenges and, in September 2015, he told the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Select Committee that, while advance payments are permitted, the RPA was not in a position to pay before 1 December 2015, but he was confident that the majority of farmers would be paid in December and the ‘vast majority’ by the end of January.

4.6 To minimise disallowance penalties, the Department will need to assure itself that payments made will be accurate, and expected controls robustly applied. Manual data entry has created a large number of errors. According to the RPA’s best estimate, these affect 21% of claims. Not all errors impact payment, and the RPA expects verification and validation checks to reduce this to 13% of claims, and further work is under way to identify and mitigate these data entry errors. However, further validation and mitigation is required to ensure BPS payments made from 1 December are accurate.

4.7 The Department and its suppliers have now partially or fully delivered many of the key components of the service (Figure 9). For several of the components that have been delivered, work is still ongoing to enhance and develop the products and services. Of the nine key system components, three have been fully delivered. Others such as the Land Management System and the customer portal are in use but with reduced functionality.

Financial impact of change

4.8 A number of direct financial impacts have arisen from the Programme’s failings:

- the Department reviewed its systems in March 2015, and identified an impairment charge of £5 million. This figure will be reviewed again in March 2016 and we expect it to increase;

- the move to paper-based applications incurred direct costs of between £3 million and £4 million for the Programme, with additional operational resource and infrastructure costs of around £7.5 million being absorbed by delivery bodies;

- old agreements from Pillar 2 will not now be migrated on to the rural payments system in order to de-risk the Programme. This will necessitate extending the use and associated cost of legacy systems. The Department has not estimated the cost of this;

- HMRC provided 150 government apprentices to input manual claims. The current forecast of these costs, which the Department will have to cover, is £2.1 million; and

- GDS provided additional resources to the Programme.

---

9 An impairment charge is incurred when an asset is revalued downward. In this case, the charge is incurred as a result of the reduced functionality of the system.
### Figure 9
What the Programme has delivered so far

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key components of the system</th>
<th>What is it?</th>
<th>Who supplies it</th>
<th>Status (as at November 2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer portal</td>
<td>Used by customers to register, manage their personal and business details and make applications.</td>
<td>Kainos</td>
<td>Core functionality not delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Customers cannot yet access or manage accurate land data and cannot submit claims because the Abaco rules engine has not been successfully integrated with the web portal. Verify is not yet fully live and the Countryside Stewardship Scheme has not been incorporated. Kainos reported that they had delivered all the requirements specified by the Department.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Management System</td>
<td>Used by the RPA to process land changes.</td>
<td>Sopra Steria</td>
<td>Partially delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Went live for internal users in March 2015 and in beta for external users in September 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core rules engine</td>
<td>Supports the processing of applications for the 2015 BPS and Countryside Stewardship Scheme.</td>
<td>Abaco</td>
<td>Partially delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Core rules engine ready, now being rolled out to Countryside Stewardship Scheme. This allowed paper-based contingency plan to be implemented with claims being processed through the core rules engine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data warehouse</td>
<td>Supports performance analysis and allows data transformation for legacy systems.</td>
<td>In-house</td>
<td>Delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment and accounting system</td>
<td>Makes payments to customers and provides standard accounting functions.</td>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>Partially delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In place and operational but work still needed to allow the necessary interface with the rules engine for BPS payments. Payments have been made through the system since July 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems integration and management</td>
<td>Ensures the different parts of the system are compatible and work with each other.</td>
<td>In-house</td>
<td>Partially delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Failure to integrate customer-facing front end with rules engine has resulted in reversion to paper-based applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy interfaces</td>
<td>Interface with legacy systems to allow changes in data to be reflected in legacy agreements.</td>
<td>In-house</td>
<td>Delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There were significant delays but interfaces were operable by October 2015 to support Environmental Stewardship payments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer relationship management system</td>
<td>Supports customer contact, management of claims and document management.</td>
<td>In-house</td>
<td>Delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosting and networking environment</td>
<td>The servers and physical infrastructure needed to run the system. Includes disaster recovery functions.</td>
<td>Atos</td>
<td>Partially delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Now almost complete, but should have been completed as a first priority to enable thorough end-to-end testing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: National Audit Office analysis
Future development

4.9 A more staggered approach to development is planned for future years. An addendum to the full business case was submitted to HM Treasury for approval in September 2015, setting out a move to a ‘minimum credible service’. It is anticipated this will reintroduce online applications through the web portal from 2016, with increasing functionality and automation over time, alongside the continuing opportunity for paper applications. The service will also be adapted to apply new priorities and policy decisions.

4.10 Some functionality will no longer be delivered. New plans will leave more legacy systems in place at Natural England, increasing ongoing support costs. The new service aims to offer different application routes for customers to choose from. This change will meet farmer preferences that were not fully taken into account in the Programme, but will also increase long-term running costs.

4.11 There is a lack of transparency over the total costs and benefits of the Programme. The business case did not fully quantify benefits as it had deliberately excluded potential reductions in disallowance. This was due to the uncertainty in estimating future risks and the fact that it is not possible to quantify the extent of disallowance penalties that are directly attributable to the Programme. The Department is currently seeking to understand the full costs of the Programme, but has not yet fully quantified the ongoing costs of all the organisations involved.

Impact of immediate pressures on achieving longer-term goals

4.12 Programme resources have rightly focused on resolving immediate priorities to recover the Programme and ensure farmers are paid accurately and on time. In the longer term, it will be important for the Department to focus on developing the systems capability that is most needed to ensure customers can make their application, achieve efficiencies and address the land data issues that currently cause disallowance penalties.

Disallowance costs will be significant

4.13 The Department does not expect to achieve the disallowance reductions set out in the outline business case. This is partly as a result of changes to the way disallowance is calculated by the EC (see paragraph 2.13). But disallowance risk has also increased due to delays implementing the Land Management System and the decision to revert to a paper-assisted digital approach for 2015, with an increased risk of error arising from manual input of changes to land data. The combination of these factors could lead to disallowance penalties for the early years of the new CAP of 10%.
4.14 However, future Programme-related disallowance penalties will depend on the funding and implementation of the planned Disallowance Strategy, final design of the system, the extent of any further delays in implementation and the Department’s ability to challenge EC audit findings.

4.15 Failures in the Programme have led to the displacement of staff that were addressing historic causes of disallowance penalties. Manual input of BPS and the Countryside Stewardship Scheme applications, and associated forms, displaced staff that were previously implementing controls to mitigate the risk of disallowance and updating land data. Land data must be updated before the EC stops imposing ongoing disallowance penalties of £27 million per year. Therefore their displacement presents an increased risk of disallowance. The Department had anticipated this would be complete by 2016, but now expects only to achieve the required updates for mapping data by 2017.
Appendix One

Our audit approach

1. This report examined how the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (the Department) planned and implemented its Common Agricultural Policy Delivery Programme (the Programme). It looks at key events from 2012 and then evaluates the Department’s handling of the Programme when it hit problems in early 2015. We designed the study to address four key questions:

- Was the Programme well set up?
- Was management information adequate to monitor progress and identify emerging issues?
- Was the Programme sufficiently flexible to deal with setbacks and delays?
- Are appropriate governance and oversight arrangements in place?

2. We applied an analytical framework with evaluative criteria, which included considering what would be optimal for planning and implementing a programme of this kind. By optimal we mean the most desirable possible, while acknowledging expressed or implied restrictions.

3. Our audit approach is summarised in Figure 10.
The objective of government

To change the way the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) in England is managed and delivered in order to address changes in EU legislation, address previous failings, improve customer service, reduce the risk of disallowance and make cost savings.

How this will be achieved

The Department introduced the CAP Delivery Programme (the Programme) to develop and deliver new IT systems and processes to deliver the new CAP.

Our study examines

The study examines whether the Department has managed the Programme well so far and, in doing so, whether it delivered value for money. It addresses four key questions.

Our evaluative criteria

- Was the Programme well set up?
- Was management information adequate to monitor progress, and identify emerging issues?
- Was the Programme sufficiently flexible to deal with setbacks and delays?
- Were appropriate governance and oversight arrangements in place?

Our evidence

(see Appendix Two for details)

- We assessed whether the Programme was well set up by:
  - reviewing Programme documentation;
  - conducting interviews with stakeholders; and
  - reviewing external reports.

- We assessed whether the Programme’s management information was adequate by:
  - reviewing management information provided to the Board;
  - conducting interviews with key stakeholders, including the Programme Management Office; and
  - requesting submissions from suppliers.

- We assessed whether the Programme was sufficiently flexible to deal with setbacks by:
  - reviewing Programme documentation;
  - conducting interviews with stakeholders;
  - requesting submissions from suppliers; and
  - reviewing external reports.

- We assessed whether governance and oversight arrangements were appropriate by:
  - reviewing Programme documentation;
  - conducting interviews with key stakeholders; and
  - requesting submissions from suppliers.

Our conclusions

Ineffective collaboration between the Department, the RPA, other delivery bodies and GDS has undermined their ability to deliver a successful rural payments service. The result is that the Department expects higher levels of disallowance penalties, increased Programme costs, poorer customer experience and difficulties paying farmers accurately at the earliest opportunity. The Programme has therefore not provided value for money at this early stage.

Source: National Audit Office
Appendix Two

Our evidence base

1 Our independent conclusions on whether the Department’s design and implementation of the Programme achieved value for money were reached following our analysis of evidence collected in September and October 2015.

2 We applied an analytical framework with evaluative criteria, which included consideration of what would be optimal for planning and implementing a programme of this kind. Our audit approach is outlined in Appendix One.

3 Our approach relied heavily on evidence collated from 32 semi-structured interviews with Programme officials and wider stakeholders and observers. We also asked suppliers and stakeholder bodies to submit written responses to pre-set questions.

We assessed how well the Programme was set up.

4 We reviewed key internal documents as well as published and unpublished external reviews in order to assess whether there were clear and consistent Programme objectives, including:

- papers for the Future Options Programme (the forerunner to the Programme);
- the business cases;
- board papers and minutes from the early stages of the Programme;
- audit committee papers;
- internal audit reports;
- framework documents with Government Digital Service (GDS); and
- Major Project Authority reviews.
We interviewed key Programme officials including:

- former Permanent Secretary of the Department;
- former and current senior officials at GDS;
- the four senior responsible owners (SROs) of the Programme;
- Programme Director;
- Service Manager;
- two Programme Assurance Directors;
- two Technology Directors;
- representatives from the delivery bodies;
- head of the Programme Management Office; and
- Internal Assurance officials.

In order to understand the customer perspective and how far their needs and views were understood by the Programme, we invited four written submissions from:

- the National Farmers’ Union;
- the Central Association of Agricultural Valuers;
- the Tenant Farmers Association; and
- the Country Land Association.

We also obtained written submissions from key suppliers (Abaco, Kainos and Sopra Steria). We triangulated these submissions with other sources including interviews with the Programme’s user insight team and by reviewing key documents related to customer engagement.

We assessed whether the Programme’s management information was appropriate.

We reviewed key management information, sent to the Programme Board/Executive.

We interviewed the head of the Programme Management Office, responsible for compiling management information to understand how the information was compiled and how this changed between SROs.

In our interviews with delivery bodies and written consultation with suppliers we asked about the information they provided to the Programme.
We assessed whether the Programme had sufficient flexibility to deal with setbacks.

11 We examined relevant documents including:

- business cases and planning documents to understand the level of contingency;
- Major Project Authority assessments; and
- budgets and forecasting papers.

12 We interviewed Programme officials to understand how specific setbacks had been managed.

We assessed whether appropriate governance and oversight arrangements were in place.

13 We reviewed internal Programme papers to understand the changes made to the governance structures under each SRO.

14 We interviewed key Programme officials to ask about governance arrangements in order to get their perceptions of strengths and weaknesses. We asked about escalation routes and whether roles and accountabilities were clear.
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